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Audio Description Notes for Born With Teeth 

WELCOME 

Welcome to the Guthrie Theater’s presentation of the Alley Theatre production of Born With 

Teeth by Liz Duffy Adams. My name is Connie Fullmer, and I will be your audio describer for this 

performance, which is approximately 90 minutes with no intermission. 

The creative team for this production includes: 

• Rob Melrose, Director (Rob is also Artistic Director of the Alley Theatre) 

• Michael Locher, Scenic Designer 

• Alejo Vietti, Costume Designer 

• Carolina Ortiz Herrera, Lighting Designer 

• Cliff Caruthers, Sound Designer/Composer 

 

Born With Teeth takes place in a private back room of a London tavern and over three time 

periods: winter 1591, summer 1592 and May 1593. Two writers of the day — the great 

Christopher “Kit” Marlowe and the up-and-comer William Shakespeare — meet to collaborate on 

a history play cycle about Henry VI. Their quick-witted faceoff commences around a long, wooden 

table where they write, recline and fight. It’s their stage, their game board, their field of battle. As 

they work, they feel the perilous weight of creating art under a totalitarian regime and flirt like 

young men with everything to lose. In the end, one of them may well be the death of the other. 

 

In a clever nod to Shakespeare and Marlowe’s alleged collaboration (and fierce rivalry), 

Playwright Liz Duffy Adams pulled a phrase from Henry VI for the title: “Oh Jesus bless us, he is 

born with teeth! And so I was, which plainly signified that I should snarl and bite, play the dog.” 

This production contains mature themes, strong language, sexual/suggestive content and the use 

of fog. 

STAGING AND PROPS 

As you enter the theater, the set looks fairly sparse. At center stage, there is a 12-foot-long by 4-

foot-wide table with six legs that has worn and bare spots on the top. Around the table are 10 

stools — four on each side and one on each end. The stools have square tops, four spindle legs 

and braces approximately 6 inches above the floor. 

Approximately 8 feet behind the table is a large, silhouette, cutout scrim wall of a roof line with a 

large chimney. The cutout runs diagonally from about 8 feet above the stage floor on the left to 

the ceiling on the right. Behind the cutout, the exterior of a gray stone building is revealed. The 

building has a doorway in the center and arched windows with paneled glass on both sides of the 

door. Light shines through the windows to indicate the time of day. 
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STAGING AND PROPS (continued) 

Props include pieces of paper, quill pens, ink wells, a small pewter pitcher, three pewter cups, 

several books and a silver, skull mask of a moa — an extinct New Zealand bird. The head is 

approximately 6 inches long with giant holes where the eyes were, and the beak is approximately 

12 inches long. The props on the table and the lighting are the only changes that occur in the set. 

During the play, the table is used almost as a battlefield between the two characters, and the two 

ends of the table look very different. Marlowe’s end has three or four pieces of paper on it, an ink 

well and a quill pen. In contrast, Shakespeare’s end is littered with papers and books. 

CAST, CHARACTERS AND COSTUMES 

There are two actors in the play. Both men are Caucasian, slender and approximately 5 feet, 10 

inches tall. They both wear only one costume: doublet jackets over muslin, long-sleeved shirts 

with tight black pants and black boots. 

 

Matthew Amendt plays Kit, the nickname for Christopher Marlowe. Matt has long brown hair 

(just past his shoulders) that he tucks behind his ears. Kit’s doublet reminds you of a famous 

portrait of Christopher Marlowe. It is black with many gold studs in vertical stripes on the top of 

the jacket and horizontal stripes around the waist. The gold studs resemble armor and act like 

bling. Gold studs also encircle the tops of his black boots. 

 

Dylan Godwin plays Will, the nickname for William Shakespeare. Dylan has short brown hair, a 

full beard and a moustache. Will’s leather doublet is the color of mottled dried blood, which aligns 

with a reference in the play that he wears his inside on the outside. 

 

FROM THE SCRIPT 

 

A note in the script on style and casting from the playwright reads: “Iconoclastic, punk-edged, 

aggressive pacing. For a rough idea of their looks, see the “Chandos portrait” thought to be of 

Shakespeare (but younger) and the Oxford portrait thought to be of Marlowe (but older): Will, dark 

and piratical; Kit, feral-pretty with auburn hair. And historically they were 27–29 at the time. (And 

we know that Marlowe died at age 29 under suspicious circumstances.)” 

 

FROM THE PROGRAM 

 

The program article “The Lies and Spies of Old Queen Liz” by Research Dramaturg Luke Evans 

explains both the period and people discussed in the play, including a trio of rivals with significant 

sway and equal hunger for power. The “Triangle of Spymasters” were all vying for the unofficial 

position of head spymaster that had previously been occupied by the late Sir Francis 

Walsingham: Robert Devereux, Second Earl of Essex, a man with high political ambition and one 

of the Queen’s favorites; Robert Cecil, First Earl of Salisbury, one of Walsingham’s former pupils 

and the seemingly natural successor; and Sir Walter Raleigh, a writer, statesman and soldier in  
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FROM THE PROGRAM (continued) 

 

the British Royal Army. At one point in the play, Kit scrawls a big, upside-down triangle on a large 

sheet of paper and refers to it as the Infernal Triangle with Devereux, Cecil and Raleigh at the 

three corners. Kit and Will also refer to Thomas Nashe, or Tom, who was a fellow playwright, poet 

and satirist during this time. 


